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OVERVIEW
Brazil is the betting favorite,2 followed by Argentina and France, to win the World Cup 2022
soccer tournament that kicks-off Sunday in Doha, Qatar. However, a nation’s soccer fortune is
not written in the odds, but in the stats – the economic stats.
Today, we release the 6th edition of the Democracy Institute’s econometric soccer predictor,
Freedom to Win™, an increasingly popular tool among gamblers and investors. Our predictive
model has a proven track record, enjoying successful runs during EURO 2020 and EURO 2016,
and at the respective 2018, 2014, and 2010 Worlds Cups. During EURO 2020, held in the
summer of 2021, our model generally favored small, economically free nations such as
Denmark, Sweden, Switzerland, and Wales. At the outset, each one was unfancied by
bookmakers, expert pundits, and conventional wisdom. On the pitch, each one vastly exceeded
expectations, with the Danes making the semi-finals, the Swiss reaching the quarter-finals,
while Sweden and Wales made the Round of 16.

Our World Cup 2022 model signals that Argentina, Belgium, Brazil, and France are poised to
under-achieve. Instead, Australia, Canada, Costa Rica, Denmark, England, Germany, Japan, the
Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland, Wales, and the USA look set to meet or exceed expectations.
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Our analysis draws upon the data provided in the CATO Institute’s 26th edition of Economic
Freedom of the World3 that ranks 165 countries and territories for 2020, the most recent year
for which data are available.
Good coaching, a talented squad, and luck are all necessary for victory in any international
soccer tournament; yet, they are often insufficient to the task. When these necessary sporting
variables are synthesized with a weighted economic variable – the tournament-specific
Economic Freedom Ranking (EFR) – the subsequent Freedom to Win: World Cup Economic
Predictor™ adds essential science to the art of soccer wagering.
Here is the Group Phase4 breakdown of each nation’s likelihood of tournament success
according to our Freedom to Win: World Cup Economic Predictor™:

GROUP A

QATAR
425/1 British bookmaker odds to win World Cup 2022
Economic Freedom Ranking (EFR) 20th out of 32
Global Economic Freedom Ranking (GEFR) 76th out of 165
World Cup history informs us that host nations, even those lacking an international soccer
legacy, usually progress beyond the Group Phase. Host nation Qatar, playing in its first-ever
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World Cup, is considered the longest of longshots for winning the World Cup outright.
Nevertheless, the team’s recent international record is decent and the country’s EFR and GEFR
are superior to two of its group opponents.
Qatar was the 2019 Asian Cup champion and the team’s defensive-minded coach, Spaniard
Félix Sánchez, minimizes the squad’s weaknesses through the deployment of a five man
defense and a clinical counterattacking style that confidently cedes possession to more
seasoned and creative opponents while setting defensive traps designed to unleash playmaker
Hassan Al-Haydos and the attacking duo Akram Afif and Almoez Ali.
A combination of Sánchez’ tactical nous and the nation’s comparative economic freedom give
the Qataris an outside chance of challenging Ecuador and Senegal for second place in Group A
and advancement to the Round of 16.

ECUADOR
175/1
EFR 25th

GEFR 106th

Argentinian coach Gustavo Alfaro’s Ecuadorean team adopts a very physical approach tailored
to a youthful squad that lacks a natural, or even a regular, goalscorer. Ecuador’s hopes rest
upon three players: defender Piero Hincapié, winger Gonzalo Plata, and striker Enner Valencia.
Ecuador is a good example of a national team where lowly EFR blends seamlessly with its long
odds. Ecuador would be no-hopers in most of the World Cup groups. But its fortunate draw,
pitting them against the Netherlands, their unfancied Qatari hosts, and a mediocre Senegalese
team, could see them competitive throughout the group stage. Overall, Ecuador appears a
slightly greater threat than does Qatar to Senegal’s Round of 16 ambitions.
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SENEGAL
125/1
EFR 29th – GEFR 129th
Senegal is widely considered to be the best African team at this World Cup. Having won this
year’s Africa Cup of Nations, this particular Senegalese team, coached by Aliou Cissé and
featuring Chelsea players Édouard Mendy in goal and Kalidou Koulibaly in central defense,
merits respect. The loss, however, of the team’s best player, talismanic Bayern Munich striker
Sadio Mané, to a pre-tournament injury will be too great a hurdle for this squad to overcome.
Senegal’s terrible EFR and very poor GEFR will constrain the team’s ability to progress in this
tournament. Given, however, a favorable draw, Cissé’s team still may out-muscle the Qataris
and the Ecuadorans for a place in the Round of 16.

NETHERLANDS
12/1
EFR 7th GEFR 17th
Master tactician Louis van Gaal, who coached the Netherlands to third place at the 2014 World
Cup in Brazil, has brought the Dutch back to the tournament. The soccer gods say the
Netherlands should do well in Qatar; the economic gods project they may do very well, indeed.

This is a very talented, highly technical squad that is characteristically well organized by van
Gaal. The team’s high-risk, high-reward pressing style depends upon world class Liverpool
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central defender Virgil van Dijk replicating his pre-2022 domestic club form – and doing so in
concert with Bayern Munich center back Matthijs de Ligt – while Frenkie de Jong, Barcelona’s
midfield pass master, supplies his club colleague, forward Memphis Depay.
A favorable Group A draw, with hosts Qatar, the minnows from Ecuador, and an
underwhelming Senegalese team, should see the Dutch comfortably into the Round of 16. A
top tier EFR and an excellent GEFR could easily see the Netherlands going deep into the
tournament’s latter rounds.

GROUP B

ENGLAND
8/1
EFR 8th GEFR 22nd
After reaching the 2018 World Cup semifinals, and three years later losing the EURO 2020 final
in a penalty shootout, no opponent will underestimate England in Qatar. Coach Gareth
Southgate’s team may be the best example of a team with an impressive EFR accurately
reflected in its tournament odds.
While England boast Harry Kane’s goalscoring, the pace and creativity of Chelsea’s Raheem
Sterling, Arsenal’s Bukayo Saka, and Manchester City’s Jack Grealish, and the exciting young
Borussia Dortmund box-to-box midfielder Jude Bellingham, most English stars enter the
tournament in indifferent domestic club form. Predominantly playing a 3-4-3 formation, the
Three Lions will need to hit the ground running in their group matches against Iran, Wales, and
the USA if they are to fulfill their technical and economic potential. If they do, they can reach
the semifinals once more, and possibly even the final, itself.
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IRAN
500/1
EFR 31st GEFR 159th
Iranian hopes rest upon the qualities of two men. The first is their Portuguese coach, Carlos
Queiroz, a highly rated and vastly experienced soccer tutor, internationally and with top
European clubs Real Madrid and Manchester United. Acutely aware of his squad’s offensive
limitations, Queiroz employs an ultra-defensive style of play. The other man who gives Iran any
chance at all is Bayer Leverkusen forward Sardar Azmoun, the player most likely to score one
of his country’s comparatively rare goals.
When your EFR is the second-worst in the tournament, your GEFR is seventh-worst globally,
and your mediocre squad will confront good-to-very good Group Phase opponents – England,
Wales, and the USA – even Queiroz will be unable to overcome the Iranians’ limited freedoms,
economic and political.

USA
125/1
EFR 4th – GEFR 7th
Many experts consider World Cup 2022 to be one tournament too soon for coach Gregg
Berhalter’s squad, the second youngest in Qatar. While some consider this squad capable of
becoming the “Golden Generation” of American soccer, it presently lacks international
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experience and the maturity such seasoning breeds, which makes the USA a very unpredictable
team. Capable of exciting and stunning performances, the USA beat Mexico during
qualification.

Berhalter very much owns the USA’s would-be success or failure. He deliberately built the team
around young players who play an attractive, possession-based style. In a 4-3-3 formation, the
USA presses opponents hard and high up the pitch in an attempt to force mistakes and
turnovers.
Having been hampered for the past two years by a succession of injuries to key players,
Berhalter may not know his best starters, so selection-wise he will need to feel his way into the
tournament. Now without injury concerns, he can belatedly build the first team round Arsenal
goalkeeper Matt Turner, AC Milan full back Sergino Dest, Juventus’ central midfielder Wes
McKennie, Borussia Dortmund winger Gio Reyna, and Chelsea forward Christian Pulisic.
Despite the Biden administration and the US Congress’ concerted efforts to grow the size and
cost of American government, in comparative terms the USA still enjoys a vastly superior EFR
and GEFR. Unfortunately for the American team, their formidable Group B opponents are
England and Wales, both of whom are also backed by impressive EFR and GEFR. Should the
USA reach the Round of 16, as it very well may do, a quarter final appearance would be within
its grasp. As such, like the Welsh, the USA represents excellent value for money.

WALES
175/1
EFR 8th

GEFR 22nd
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The Welsh team is the World Cup equivalent of American folklore’s The Little Engine that Could.
Brimming with optimism and driven by hard work, coach Rob Page’s overlooked and
underestimated squad is making the nation’s first trip since 1958 to global soccer’s top table.
The Celtic “Red Wall” will be defended with a 4-2-3-1 formation that seeks to maximise the
mercurial talents of Los Angeles FC’s Gareth Bale, the former Real Madrid galactico, who
remains the team’s talisman. Bale will be ably supported by former Arsenal midfield star Aaron
Ramsey.
Drawn into Group B with England, Iran, and the USA, the Welsh have a fighting chance of
advancing to the Round of 16. Carrying the advantage of a superior EFR, their tournament odds
camouflage an ability to upset supposedly superior foes along their journey. Wales reached the
Round of 16 at EURO 2020, following a semi-final appearance at EURO 2016. Page’s
unintimidated team most likely will contest a fierce battle with the Americans for the group’s
runners-up slot.

GROUP C

ARGENTINA
11/2
EFR 32nd

GEFR 131st

On paper, the reigning Copa America champions, unbeaten in 36 matches (the world’s longest
active undefeated streak) enter this World Cup in better shape than previous tournaments. For
the first time, the team is not entirely dependent upon Lionel Messi’s magical talents, with the
creative, Italian-based trio of Inter Milan’s Lautaro Martinez, Juventus’ Angel Di Maria, and AS
Roma’s Paulo Dybala playing more influential roles. Under coach Lionel Scaloni’s tutelage, the
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squad, the tactics, and the team’s 4-4-2 formation have a coherence that Argentina lacked in
recent tournaments.
An absence of economic freedom, however, continues to be Argentina’s Achilles’ heel. With an
EFR that is last out of all 32 tournament countries, and a GEFR that is fifth-bottom worldwide,
the team’s short odds reflect the triumph of wagering hope over empirical evidence.
Comfortable advancement from the Group Phase is probable. Equally likely is exiting the
tournament as early as the Round of 16, or possibly at the Quarter Final stage.

SAUDI ARABIA
500/1
EFR 23rd – GEFR 86th
The best thing the Green Falcons have going for them at this World Cup is their coach. A
specialist in African soccer, Frenchman Hervé Renard is the first coach to win the Africa Cup of
Nations with two different countries (Zambia in 2012 and Ivory Coast in 2015). Under his
choreographed direction, the team has been transformed. Employing a 4-3-3 formation,
Renard has built a young side around Najei, Abdulelah al-Amri, Abdulelah al-Malki, and Firas
al-Buraikan.
So far, so good. However, the draw was most unkind to the Saudis. They must face Argentina,
Mexico, and Poland in Group C. On sporting paper, if all goes well, they will be competing with
Mexico and Poland for second place in the group. But economic reality dictates that their poor
EFR and middling GEFR will limit their ability to collect many, if any, points from their group
matches.
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MEXICO
175/1
EFR 18th – GEFR 64th
Mexico’s middling EFR and GEFR suggest the country may very well advance beyond the group
stage, but progress no further than the Round of 16. The macroeconomic influences upon El Tri
dovetail perfectly with the country’s impressive World Cup record, which is encapsulated in a
single soccer statistic: Mexico has reached the Round of 16 in each of their last seven
tournaments.
Such consistency will be tested in Qatar, yet it is unlikely the Mexicans will be found wanting.
Veteran goalkeeper Guillermo Ochoa’s impressive marshalling of his defensive protectors gives
Argentinian coach Gerardo “Tata” Martino the confidence to play an attractive quick passing
game, facilitated by Alexis Vega, Hirving Lozano, Uriel Antuna, Roberto Alvarado, and Raul
Jimenez, that may overwhelm Poland, their probable competitors for second place in Group C.

POLAND
175/1
EFR 21st – GEFR 80th
As perennial tournament underachievers, will this World Cup be different for Poland? Probably
not. Appointed only in July, Belarusian coach Czeslaw Michniewicz is dependent upon
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Barcelona’s world class center forward Robert Lewandowski to lead the attack in a team better
suited to stifling its opponents’ attacks than scoring goals of its own. Coming into the
tournament, Lewandowski had combined well with Sebastian Szymanski and Piotr Zielinski in
Michniewicz’s 3-4-2-1 system. Overcoming the respective Argentinian and Mexican defenses
will be a stiff challenge, as suggested by the bookmakers’ odds; an even stiffer challenge will
be overcoming the country’s poor EFR and GEFR.

GROUP D

FRANCE
13/2
EFR 16th

GEFR 54th

Can Les Bleus repeat as world champions? With arguably the deepest squad in the tournament,
it is certainly possible, but is it probable? Certainly, the bookmakers think it could happen. With
the tournament’s strongest attacking lineup, Paris Saint Germain’s Kylian Mbappe, Real
Madrid’s Karim Benzema, and Atlético Madrid’s Antoine Griezmann will unnerve even the
stoutest defense.
But this is a squad diluted by injury to other key players: the leading Bundesliga goalscorer, RB
Leipzig’s Christopher Nkunku; mercurial Juventus midfielder Paul Pogba; Chelsea’s N'Golo
Kante, the national side’s longstanding midfield fulcrum; and Paris Saint Germain central
defender Presnel Kimpembe. Such misfortune may encourage defensive-minded coach Didier
Deschamps to double-down on his inherently cautious tactical approach. Drawn into a
seemingly straightforward group, it is nonetheless possible that fate and a middling EFR may
catch up to Deschamps’ team by the quarter final stage.
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AUSTRALIA
500/1
EFR 3rd

GEFR 6th

Gamblers seeking exceptional value need look no further than the Socceroos. The newest
iteration of the Australian team is a successful blend of the Socceroos’ characteristic tenacity
and physical bite with coach Graham Arnold’s sophisticated tactical approach that leverages a
fluid 4-2-3-1 formation by focusing on scoring from free kicks and transitional play.
Australia is in a very tough group, with France and Denmark. Nevertheless, their tremendous
EFR and GEFR numbers will ensure they are anything but the group doormat. Even though they
may not advance from this group, given their incredibly long odds to win the tournament, the
Socceroos will be a great bet to surpass expectations in each one of their matches.

DENMARK
25/1
EFR 2nd

GEFR 5th

Denmark was a shocking Euro 2020 semi-finalist. And the team’s tournament odds still do not
reflect its full potential in this World Cup. This is actually the best Danish team in recent
memory, anchored by the outstanding Nice goalkeeper Kasper Schmeichel, with Tottenham
Hotspur’s robust Pierre-Emile Højbjerg patrolling midfield, and Manchester United’s Christian
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Eriksen, the team’s best player, providing creativity as well as a very serious threat from set
piece opportunities.
Adding to the Danish threat is coach Kasper Hjulmand, whose penchant for changing
formations during matches throws tactical curve balls at his opposing coaches. Hjulmand will
employ a fairly defensive 3-4-3 formation against strong opponents, such as Group D
powerhouse France, or when Denmark is protecting a lead, but will utilize a more attacking 43-3 system against Australia and Tunisia, or when the Danes need a goal.

With the second best EFR and a highly impressive GEFR, Denmark may go deep into the
tournament, thereby proving last year’s EURO achievement was not a fluke.

TUNISIA
500/1
EFR 28th GEFR 128th
The most positive note about the Eagles of Carthage is their combativeness in midfield. Coach
Jalel Kadri’s team is strongest in the middle of the pitch, whereas there is little to recommend
about the Tunisian defense or attack. When a team finds it difficult to prevent goals and it also
finds it especially hard to score them, no amount of muscularity in midfield can paper over
those cavernous cracks.

Very poor EFR and GEFR confirm that Tunisia’s extremely long tournament odds accurately
portray their serious Group Phase predicament in facing competition of France and Denmark’s
caliber.
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GROUP E

SPAIN
8/1
EFR 11th – GEFR 28th
Barcelona holding midfielder Sergio Busquets’ permanence on the Spanish team obscures the
fact this squad is transitioning rapidly from an Old Guard that won the World Cup and the
European championship twice to a younger, relatively untested, yet ceiling-less team. The
transition sped up after coach Luis Enrique led La Roja to a EURO 2020 semi-final. Rodri,
Manchester City’s holding midfielder, competes for a spot in the starting line up with Busquets,
while Gavi, Barcelona’s 18-year old midfield prodigy, is joined in the center of the pitch by his
club teammate Pedri, a 19-year old who is already an established star.
Brimming with youthful energy and technical ability, Spain’s top-third EFR should see it
comfortably into the Round of 16, although Group E’s unfancied teams, Costa Rica and Japan,
will test both Spain and Germany. There are no obvious limits to Spain’s potential progression,
with a quarter final appearance the least one should expect from Enrique and his players.

COSTA RICA
500/1
EFR 12th

GEFR 29th
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Los Ticos’ ability to upset the odds has been apparent since they reached the quarter finals of
the 2014 World Cup. Today, Colombian coach Luis Fernando Suárez’ very defensive tactics are
employed though a 4-2-3-1 formation that is applied in ultra-cautious fashion. Veteran
goalkeeper Keylor Navas of Paris Saint Germain remains the team’s most valuable player, with
his offensive-minded fellow veterans Bryan Ruiz and Joel Campbell cementing the team’s
mature approach to the tournament.
Despite being drawn with Germany and Spain, a good EFR may enable Costa Rica to put the lie
to its extremely long odds. The team is unlikely to advance to the Round of 16, yet may
figuratively and literally bruise its better fancied opponents with surprisingly solid
performances.

GERMANY
11/1
EFR 10th

GEFR 25th

First time head coach Hansi Flick, the longtime assistant to World Cup winning coach Joachim
Löw, is transitioning Die Mannschaft in rapid fashion from ex-champions to potential
contenders. Built around a core group of Bayern Munich players, Joshua Kimmich, Thomas
Mueller, Leroy Sane, Serge Gnabry, prodigious young midfielder Jamal Musial, and Chelsea’s
Kai Havertz will be tasked with breaking down the tournament’s top defenses and punishing
any opposition mistakes.

With RB Leipzig striker Timo Werner injured, can Mario Götze rekindle the international form
that saw him score the winning goal in the 2014 World Cup final? It is a lot to ask of Flick’s new-
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ish squad, but strong EFR and GEFR scores indicate that the quarter final stage is well within
this German team’s collective reach.

JAPAN
300/1
EFR 5th

GEFR 12th

Excellent value may be found investing in the Samurai Blue throughout the group stage. The
bad news is Group E sees Japan playing Germany, Spain, and Costa Rica. The first piece of good
news is coach Hajime Moriyasu guides a technically proficient side that will give the Costa
Ricans, for example, all they can handle. Moriyasu must choose between a plethora of
offensive midfielders, although counterintuitively goalscoring does not come easily to this
Japanese team.
The other good news is Japan’s stellar EFR and excellent GEFR. They will ensure that neither
Spain nor Germany will have it all their own way. In truth, Japan’s very long odds vastly
underestimate the team’s potential to play (at least) three highly competitive matches.

GROUP F

BELGIUM
16/1
EFR 15th GEFR 46th
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This is the last hurrah for Belgium’s own Golden Generation. Under coach Roberto Martinez,
the team came third in 2018, yet is unlikely to reach such heights in Qatar. Although Real
Madrid goalkeeper Thibaut Courtois and Manchester City midfielder Kevin De Bruyne are as
good in their respective positions as any player worldwide, the longstanding creative flair of
Eden Hazard and Romelu Lukaku’s goalscoring threat are seemingly trending downwards. The
team is still very good, with veterans Toby Alderweireld and Jan Vertonghen anchoring the
defense, but it is past its prime in advanced positions.
Martinez’ commitment to a very attack-minded playing style via a 3-4-3 formation ensures the
Belgians are good entertainment value. Unfortunately, Belgium’s mediocre EFR and GEFR
equally ensure they do not provide the best wagering value, to put it mildly, in the tournament.

CANADA
300/1
EFR 6th

GEFR 14th

The Canadian team is primed to exceed expectations and is therefore unlikely to be the Group
E doormat. Belgium, Croatia, and Morocco may find these Canucks quite a handful. Impressive
coach John Herdman, an Englishman, was very successful coaching the Canadian women’s
World Cup and Olympic teams, winning two bronze medals with the latter. Bayern Munich’s
Alphonso Davies is one of the world’s best left backs, while star forward Jonathan David excels
with Lille in France.
The sixth-best EFR and a leading GEFR lead one to question the Canadians’ steep bookmaker
odds. Everything about this squad screams good value for perceptive punters.
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MOROCCO
300/1
EFR 24th GEFR 99th
Given the quality provided by Morocco’s three top stars – Paris Saint Germain full back Achraf
Hakimi, Chelsea forward Hakim Ziyech, and Bayern Munich defender Noussair Mazraoui –
some may assume the team has the ability to deny Croatia second place in Group F. However,
coach Walid Regragui, who was only appointed three months ago, is facing not only Belgium,
Croatia, and an underestimated Canadian team in the Group Phase; he is also facing the
economic headwinds of a bottom-quarter EFR and a poor GEFR. Hence, in this instance, the
bookmakers’ long odds on Morocco’s prospects are well considered.

CROATIA
50/1
EFR 17th GEFR 61st
Two questions (should) haunt the World Cup 2018 finalists. First, is the squad passed its sell by
date? Coach Zlatko Dalic must procure one more set of excellent performances from Real
Madrid’s midfield maestro Luka Modric. The team’s aging talisman will require able and agile
support from veteran Tottenham Hotspur winger Ivan Perisic, combative Chelsea midfielder
Mateo Kovacic, and Marcelo Brozovic of Italian club side Inter Milan.
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The second question is whether a middling EFR will ensure Croatia’s long odds are well
founded? Drawn into a highly navigable group, Croatia should reach the knockout stage. But,
progress beyond the Round of 16 may stretch the team’s older players past their breaking
point.

GROUP G

BRAZIL
7/2
EFR 27th GEFR 114th
The Seleção Canarinha are, unsurprisingly, most pundits and soccer fans’ tournament favorites.
Under the experienced leadership of coach Tite, the squad appears better equipped to win this
World Cup than it did four years ago in Russia. Brazil boasts significant depth throughout the
squad, including at goalkeeper, with Liverpool’s Alisson and Manchester City’s Ederson, two of
the world’s finest at the position, vying for the shirt. Chelsea central defender Thiago Silva’s
veteran leadership remains invaluable, while a midfield anchored by Manchester United’s
Casemiro provides the foundation upon which Raphina, Vicinius Jr, and most notably Neymar
may exhibit the pace and flair synonymous with their nation’s iconic samba style.
However, consistently low EFR rankings have plagued Brazil since the 2006 World Cup. During
the past several knock-out rounds, respective Brazilian teams have played as less than the sum
of their very talented parts, underperforming when matches meant the most. With the sixthlowest tournament EFR, it is unlikely that Tite’s team will justify their status as favorites to win
the World Cup.
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SERBIA
80/1
EFR 22nd – GEFR 84th
Soccer-wise, coach Dragan Stojković has successfully transformed the team’s attacking style,
melding Juventus’ gifted young striker Dušan Vlahović to the offensive know-how possessed
by Ajax’s attacking midfielder Dušan Tadić, the national team captain, and Fulham’s veteran
center forward Aleksandar Mitrović. Within Stojković’s preferred 3-4-1-2 formation, Lazio’s
Sergej Milinković-Savić, a phenomenally talented box-to-box midfielder, knits together a team
that is one of the tournament’s strongest going forward but arguably among the weakest
defensively.
Serbia is an excellent example of a team blessed with very gifted players in certain areas that
will be limited nonetheless by a blend of on-field defensive failings and macroeconomic
constraints. Weak EFR and GEFR suggest Serbia will compete with an undervalued Swiss team
to claim second place in Group G behind Brazil.

SWITZERLAND
90/1
EFR 1st

GEFR 3rd
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Switzerland’s recent World Cup history demonstrates the utility of our Freedom to Win: World
Cup Economic Predictor™ in assigning value to those teams considered longshots to progress
very far, if at all, at these tournaments. After making the Round of 16 in both the 2014 and
2018 World Cups, the Swiss should no longer be the value-seeking gambler’s best kept secret.
Yet, the Swiss team enters the tournament at very long odds. While drawing Brazil in the group
stage is not helpful, there is little about Switzerland’s other Group G opponents, Cameroon and
Serbia, to intimidate them or interested punters.
This is a very experienced Swiss team ably captained by Arsenal midfielder Granit Xhaka,
anchored in defense by Newcastle United’s Fabian Schar, and creatively led by the former
Liverpool and ex-Bayern Munich winger Xherdan Shaqiri. Coach Murat Yakin is a defensiveminded tactician who prefers a 4-2-3-1 formation that prioritizes possession. Dominating any
assessment of Switzerland’s chances is an appreciation that it is the economically freest
country at the World Cup and the third freest in the world. Such a positive economic stimulant
should prove too much for Serbia and Cameroon’s respective challenges for qualification to the
Round of 16 alongside Brazil.

CAMEROON
300/1
EFR 30th

GEFR 144th

Coach Rigobert Song has introduced a new tactical system featuring 4-4-2 and 4-3-3 formations
that stress exceptional work rate above creativity. The Indomitable Lions’ leading lights are
Aboubakar Vincent, Jean-Eric Maxim Choupo-Moting, and Napoli midfielder Zambo Anguissa.
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A lack of on-pitch cohesiveness is obvious to careful observers. Equally apparent is the
dampening effect of a terrible EFR. For both sporting and economic reasons, Cameroon is
unlikely to do well in a group boasting Brazil, Serbia, and Switzerland.

GROUP H

PORTUGAL
14/1
EFR 13th GEFR 42nd
With coach Fernando Santos’ guiding hand, Portugal won EURO 2016 and the squad appearing
at this World Cup is arguably more talented. For several EURO tournaments and World Cups,
the team was built around Cristiano Ronaldo’s incomparable skills and goalscoring prowess.
His role at this World Cup will be a secondary one. Yet, Manchester United’s creative midfielder
Bruno Fernandes is ready to take center stage in a team that also features Manchester City’s
stellar central defender Ruben Dias, Dias’ skillful club teammate Bernardo Silva, and Joao Felix,
the young Atlético Madrid striker.
A pitch-based concern is the absence through injury of the dynamic Liverpool striker Diogo
Jota. The principal off-pitch concern is an indifferent EFR that should not hamper Portugal’s
passage into the Round of 16, but it may place a ceiling upon the team’s progress through the
tournament’s knockout stages.
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GHANA
300/1
EFR 26th

GEFR 110th

Coach Otto Addo has guided Ghana back to the World Cup following its absence four years ago
in Russia. 2022 is likely to be a limited engagement for the Black Stars. Beyond Arsenal’s holding
midfielder Thomas Partey, Addo has no true stars to call upon. The Ghanian team’s long official
odds accurately reflect a dismal GEFR and a very poor EFR. Drawn in Group H with much fancied
Portugal, and with better equipped South Korea and Uruguay, Ghana’s plucky squad could be
heading home after three games.

URUGUAY
35/1
EFR 19th GEFR 68th
The question hanging over Uruguay is whether this is the nation’s sunset or sunrise squad? Can
an iconic group of aging veterans, such as ex-Atlético Madrid central defender Diego Godín, the
national team captain, the ex-Barcelona and ex-Atlético Madrid forward Luis Suárez, and
Valenica striker Edinson Cavani, squeeze another good tournament out of their aching legs?
Or can youthful brilliance, embodied by Liverpool center forward Darwin Nunez and Real
Madrid’s Frederico Valverde, the most in-form midfielder in world soccer, become the central
figures in a new chapter of Uruguay’s impressive World Cup legacy?
Former Inter Miami coach Diego Alonso must meld together these experienced and exciting
new elements. He will need to do so expertly because Group H also contains Portugal and South
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Korea, both of whom are technically proficient and both of whom are economically freer than
Uruguay. For Uruguay to reach the Round of 16, they must overcome a tangible, if not huge,
disadvantage in both EFR and GEFR. In this group, the gap between second and third place may
be the narrowest of the eight groups.

SOUTH KOREA
300/1
EFR 14th

GEFR 43rd

A more favorable draw would have given South Korea a strong chance of advancing to the
Round of 16, at a minimum. However, pitted against Portugal, Uruguay, and Ghana in Group
H, the Taeguk Warriors will have their footballing hands full, to say the least. Portuguese coach
Paulo Bento’s stubborn nature has rubbed off on his charges and Bento will counter the more
fancied Portuguese and Uruguayans with star Tottenham Hotspur forward Soon Heung-min
and a decent EFR and GEFR. It is quite possible that Bento’s team may push the Uruguayans
into third place in the group.

POLICYMAKING LESSON
While governments pour taxpayer money into their domestic soccer programs, recent World
Cup and EURO tournament history indicates a healthy dose of the free market would better
prepare teams to meet or exceed their respective national expectations. Across Qatar, this
trend looks set to continue during World Cup 2022.
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